
Classes of Overall Transformation in Organic Chemistry 

Organic chemistry would just be a vast collection of often seemingly contradictory information 

if there were no way of classifying reactions. One way to classify reactions is by the overall 

transformation, as defined by the relationships of the starting materials and the products. There 

are four basic kinds of overall transformations: addition, elimination, substitution, and 

rearrangement. 

Addition: A chemical reaction of two or more reacting molecular entities, resulting in a single 

reaction product containing all atoms of all components, with formation of two chemical bonds 

and a net reduction in bond multiplicity in at least one of the reactants.  

 

Elimination: The reverse of an addition reaction or transformation. In an elimination two 

groups (called eliminands) are lost most often from two different centres with concomitant 

formation of an unsaturation in the molecule (double bond, triple bond) or formation of a new 

ring. 

 

Substitution: A reaction, elementary or stepwise, in which one atom or group in a molecular 

entity is replaced by another atom or group.  
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Rearrangement: The term is traditionally applied to any reaction that involves a change 

of connectivity (sometimes including hydrogen), and violates the so-called 'principle of 

minimum structural change'. According to this oversimplified principle, chemical species do 

not isomerize in the course of a transformation, e.g. substitution, or the change of a functional 

group of a chemical species into a different functional group is not expected to involve the 

making or breaking of more than the minimum number of bonds required to effect 

that transformation. For example, any new substituents are expected to enter the precise 

positions previously occupied by displaced groups. But sometimes that does not happen and 

we have molecular rearrangements: 

 

A second way to classify reactions is according to the type of mechanism that is 

operative. There are three basic types of organic reaction mechanisms - polar, free-radical and 

pericyclic.  

Polar reactions proceed by the movement of pairs of electrons from areas of high electron 

density (nucleophiles) to areas of low electron density (electrophiles), or from filled orbitals to 

empty orbitals. Polar mechanisms are further divided into those that proceed under basic 

conditions and those that proceed under acidic conditions. 

 

Iodide is the nucleophile while 1-chlorobutane is the electrophile here. Transfer of electron 

from filled orbital of iodide to the vacant * orbital of C-Cl bond. 

Free-radical reactions proceed by the movement of single electrons. New bonds are often 

formed using one electron from a half-filled orbital and another electron from a filled orbital. 

Free-radical reactions often proceed by a chain reaction, though not always. 
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Pericyclic reactions are defined as reactions where concerted reorganization of bonding takes 

place throughout a cyclic array of continuously bonded atoms. It may be viewed as a reaction 

proceeding in a single step through a fully conjugated cyclic transition state. The number of 

atoms in the cyclic array is usually six, but other numbers are also possible. The term embraces 

a variety of processes, including cycloadditions, cheletropic reactions, electrocyclic ring-

opening and closing reactions, sigmatropic rearrangements, etc. (provided they are concerted). 

Point to note that the concept of electrophile or nucleophile is not valid here and the curved 

arrows can move in either way, i.e. there is no specific direction in which electrons have to be 

moved, they can be drawn moving either in a clockwise or in an anticlockwise manner. 
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Nucleophiles and Electrophiles 

Nucleophiles: 

A nucleophile is a compound that has a relatively high energy pair of electrons available 

to make a new bond. A nucleophilic atom may be neutral or negatively charged. There are three 

classes of nucleophiles: lone-pair nucleophiles, -bond nucleophiles, and -bond nucleophiles. 

The division of nucleophiles into three types is completely artificial. Nature does not stop to 

consider whether a nucleophile is a -bond nucleophile or a lone-pair nucleophile before a 

reaction proceeds. The distinctions are intended only to train you to spot nucleophilic atoms or 

functional groups with ease. 

Lone-pair nucleophiles contain atoms with lone pairs. The lone pair is used to make a new 

bond to an electrophilic atom. Alcohols (ROH), alkoxides (RO¯), amines (R3N), metal amides 

(R2N), halides (X¯), thiols (RSH), sulfides (R2S), and phosphines (R3P) are all examples of 

lone-pair nucleophiles, as are the O atoms of carbonyl compounds (X2C=O). When these 

compounds act as nucleophiles, the formal charge of the nucleophilic atom is increased by 1 

in the product. For example, the hydroxide ion acts as a nucleophile in the following reaction: 

 

Curved arrows are used to show the flow of electron density from the nucleophile to 

the electrophile. The base of the arrow should be at the pair of electrons used to make 

the new bond. The head of the arrow may point either to the electrophilic atom or between the 

two atoms where the new bond is formed. 

Sigma-bond nucleophiles contain a bond between a nonmetal and a metal. The electrons of the 

element–metal bond are used to form a bond between the nonmetal and the electrophile. The 

formal charge on the nucleophilic atom does not change; the metal increases its formal charge 

by 1. The nucleophilic atom may be a heteroatom (as in NaNH2 or KOH), carbon (as in 

Grignard reagents (RMgBr), organolithium reagents (RLi), and Gilman reagents (R2CuLi), 

which have C–Mg, C–Li, and C–Cu bonds, respectively), or hydrogen (as in the complex metal 

hydrides NaBH4 and LiAlH4). 

 

In the above example the B-H bond acts as the nucleophile. 

Pi-bond nucleophiles use the pair of electrons in a bond, usually a C=C bond, to form a bond 

between one of the atoms in the bond and the electrophilic atom. The formal charge and total 

electron count of the nucleophilic atom of the bond do not change, but the other atom of the 

bond is made electron-deficient, and its formal charge increases by 1. The bonds of simple 

alkenes and arenes are weakly nucleophilic; bonds that are directly attached to heteroatoms, 

such as in enolates (C=C–O¯), enols (C=C–OH), enolethers (C=C–OR), and enamines (C=C–

NR2), are much better nucleophiles. 
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In the first step the pi-bond of the enol acts as the nucleophile. 

An electrophile is a compound that has a relatively low energy empty orbital available for 

bond-making. An electrophile may be neutral or positively charged. There are three classes of 

electrophiles: Lewis acid electrophiles, -bond electrophiles, and -bond electrophiles. 

Lewis acid electrophiles have an atom E that lacks an octet and has a low energy nonbonding 

orbital, usually a p orbital. A pair of electrons from the nucleophile is used to form a new bond 

to E, giving it its octet. The formal charge of E decreases by 1. Carbocations, boron 

compounds, and aluminum compounds are common Lewis acid electrophiles. 

 

Here BF3 is the Lewis acid electrophile. 

In -bond electrophiles, the electrophilic atom E has an octet, but it is attached by a bond to an 

atom or group of atoms that can accept a pair of electrons. Electrophiles of the -bond type 

commonly have C=O, C=N, or C≡N bonds, in which the less electronegative atom is the 

electrophilic one. C=C and C≡C bonds are electrophilic if they are attached to electrophilic 

atoms. Miscellaneous -bond electrophiles include SO3 and RN=O. Certain cationic 

electrophiles can be classified as either the Lewis acid type or the -bond type depending on 

whether the best or second-best resonance description is used, e.g. R2C=+OH ↔ R2C
+-OH 

When a nucleophile attacks a -bond electrophile, the bond breaks, and the electrons move to 

the other atom of the bond, whose formal charge is decreased by 1. 

 

Here the C=C bond of MVK acts as the-bond electrophile. 

Sigma-bond electrophiles have the structure E–X. The electrophilic atom E has an octet, but it 

is attached by a -bond to an atom or group of atoms X, called a leaving group (or nucleofuge), 

that wants to take the electrons in the E–X bond away from E and leave to form an independent 

molecule/ion. A nucleophile reacts with a -bond electrophile by using its pair of electrons to 

form a bond to the electrophilic atom E, increasing its formal charge by 1. At the same time, X 

departs with the pair of electrons from the E–X -bond and decreases its formal charge by 1. 

There is no change in the overall electron count at E. 
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In the preceding example 1-chlorobutane is the electrophile. Precisely, the C attached to Cl is 

the electrophilic site and Cl¯ is the leaving group. Sigma-bond electrophiles can be further 

subdivided into three types: those where E is C, those where E is a heteroatom, and Brønsted 

acids, in which E is H. Sigma-bond electrophiles of the first class include alkyl halides, alkyl 

sulfonates and other pseudohalides, oxonium ions (e.g., Me3C-+OH2), and sulfonium ions (e.g., 

Me3S
+). Sigma-bond electrophiles of the first class may also undergo spontaneous cleavage of 

the C–X bond to give a carbocation. 

 

Note that in the preceding example, the first step is the protonation of the tertiary alcohol where 

the electrophile is H-Cl, a Brønsted acid. Cl¯ is the leaving group, but in case of an acid-base 

reaction such as this, it is called the conjugate base. Common -bond electrophiles of the 

second class include Br2 and other elemental halogens, peracids (RCO3H; the terminal O of the 

O–O bond is electrophilic), and RSX and RSeX (X is Br or Cl; S or Se is electrophilic). Sigma-

bond electrophiles of the second class do not undergo spontaneous cleavage of the E–X bond 

because E is usually too electronegative to suffer electron deficiency. 

 

The preceding example displays two sigma bond electrophiles where E is a heteroatom, Se in 

the first step and O in the second. 

 

Source: 

1. IUPAC Goldbook 

2. R. B. Grossman – The Art of Writing Reasonable Organic Reaction Mechanisms; Second 

Edition, Springer  
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